Flume have helped us look at
sales through a different lens,
with ROI that is forecastable
and measurable. The effect on
our bottom line has already
exceeded our projections.”

Kunal Pandya

Senior Director,
Global Revenue Enablement
at UserZoom

Case study

Flume and User Zoom use Sales Velocity to increase bottom line

87
49%
31%

% increase in

sales velocity YOY
increase in
opportunities YOY
increase in average
opportunity size YOY

CHALLENGE
“Already passionate about Sales Velocity and using data to drive strategy and investment, Kunal
wanted to transform the sales enablement function into a strategic business driver. With aggressive
growth plans, UserZoom’s first priority was to increase the number of sales opportunities within the
business, but throwing more people at the problem was only part of the answer.”
SOLUTION
“Flume offered a ground-breaking approach to our sales training based on Sales Velocity and tailored
specifically to UserZoom and its client expectations. They understood the importance of Sales Velocity
and, more importantly, how to use it as a sales tool. Their bespoke, 4-step training programme has
created and embedded significant behavioural and cultural change within our business.”
RESULT
“Flume’s approach has radically changed how our sales team think and behave. Within weeks of the
training, we saw a pronounced spike in new business opportunities and a strong, continued upward
trend. On the back of this one lever, Sales Velocity has increased and we have exceeded our targets.”

So what is Sales Velocity and how do you master it? Read more . . .
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What is
Sales Velocity

To understand how and why Flume and
UserZoom got together, you need to know the
basics of Sales Velocity.

Raoul Monks

CEO & Founder,
Flume Sales Training

If you’ve already seen some of our blog posts on the
subject, feel free to skip this bit. If not, understanding
Sales Velocity and how to use it, it is a huge game
changer for sales teams and leaders alike. With
the right approach, you can use Sales Velocity to
solve most sales challenges. It is a critical part of
any sales strategy but is seriously under-used and
misunderstood.
As a sales professional, there are four levers you
can pull to drive sales success:
Number of opportunities
Average deal value
Win rate
Length of sales cycle

OPPORTUNITIES

DEAL VALUE

WIN RATE

SALES VELOCITY

LENGTH OF SALES CYCLE

The Sales Velocity equation draws these 4
levers together to create a single, measurable,
monetary figure.
Unfortunately, this equation is useless on its own. It
tells you what your business has already done. At
Flume, Sales Velocity is often our starting point for
discussing sales training.
We use it to open your eyes to a new way of thinking.
We show how to identify which levers to pull, using
Sales Velocity to drive sales, forecast, measure
results, secure training budgets and improve your
bottom line. Then we tailor a training programme
to transform your mindset, supercharge your sales
team and achieve your goals.

What can Sales Velocity help to do?
Define and build your sales strategy
Get stakeholder buy-in
Measure outcomes
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Prioritise initiatives
Secure investment
Forecast accurately

The Flume &
UserZoom
partnership
UserZoom’s brief

Like us at Flume, Kunal is a pioneer in understanding the
importance of Sales Velocity – and how to use it to implement
ground-breaking sales techniques.
“I am passionate about using data to drive
strategies and measure outcomes. When I
started at UserZoom in early 2021, I wanted to
create a revenue enablement function that was
a strategic business driver. We put together
Kunal Pandya
some aggressive growth plans coming out of
Senior Director,
Global Revenue
Covid. One of the first things I did was look at
Enablement
at UserZoom
historical Sales Velocity, comparing it with our
new growth targets. I identified that our first priority was to feed
the top of the funnel and get more opportunities. Most companies
will immediately increase headcount to boost opportunities but I
wanted to take a broader view.
“How could we optimise that new headcount and our existing
team? How do we retain our valuable people? How to increase
performance levels as well as opportunities? The answer was
highly-targeted sales training.

The challenge

“One option was to do this ourselves but, as you know, building
learning content is extremely time consuming. The second
option was to look for a partner who aligns with our own way of
thinking. We spoke to a few training companies who were very
focused on team development – which sounds like the logical
way to go – but I had seen some of the things Flume had put
out there that resonated with me. It got me thinking. It’s not just
about training, but changing a mindset, changing behaviours
and culture. That’s a different ballgame altogether.”

Why Flume?
UserZoom wanted
a robust, valueadded partner, one that
was truly aligned to the
vision, the principles and the
methodologies that I believed
in. Flume’s understanding of
Sales Velocity and their passion
for the topic aligned perfectly.
Using Sales Velocity, they focus
on results and work backwards
from that. Their sales training
programmes create, reinforce
and embed new behaviours
in people’s day-to-day lives.
Their techniques are not just for
today’s job role – they will stay
with people throughout their
career. If I’m going to invest
in something, I want that sort
of longevity. They also get to
know their clients and deliver a
bespoke, tailored programme,
not an off-the-peg, one-size-fitsall compromise.”

Working
with Flume
Flume don’t do traditional sales training. We don’t go in
for a day and talk at people. We show people what great
looks like, then how to achieve it. We are behavioural
change specialists, transforming behaviours and achieving
positive, measurable results. Our process is to foster an
understanding, enlighten, convince, reinforce and embed.
The training not only sticks in people’s minds, the new
behaviours become an ongoing habit.

Flume’s Solution

“Kunal was already a passionate believer in
the power of Sales Velocity, which is one of
the reasons he chose Flume as a training
partner. He approached us with one specific
requirement – to increase UserZoom’s number
Raoul Monks
CEO & Founder,
of sales opportunities. However, he didn’t want
Flume Sales Training
to simply throw more people at it. He wanted to
increase productivity by accelerating SDR ramp and optimising the
performance of the tenured SDR teams.
We put together a bespoke series of interactive training modules
designed to drive this one lever of the Sales Velocity equation.
The aim was to transform the behaviours of the SDRs to enable
them to get more and better-quality opportunities, which then
feed through to the Account Execs.
Each of our delivery mechanisms focus on reinforcement,
coaching and celebration of real sales impacts.”

UserZoom’s outcomes

“If we take a look at 2021 simply in terms of
sales opportunities, UserZoom needed to
boost the number of qualified opportunities in
order to exceed targets. Then, within weeks
of Flume’s training programme the following
Kunal Pandya
quarter saw an amazing 32% increase in
Senior Director,
Global Revenue
opportunities, leading to a record-breaking
Enablement
at UserZoom
revenue quarter. Projections for Q3 and Q4
are even higher. And this is purely for enterprise new business.
It doesn’t even take into account existing clients.”
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Target increase in new opportunities = 20%

Actual increase in new opportunities = 35%

87 %
49%
31%

increase in sales velocity YOY
increase in opportunities YOY
increase in average opportunity size YOY

A final word from Kunal . . .
The first step in influencing any
kind of result is to measure what
you are already doing. Otherwise,
your actions are random, based on
feelings instead of knowledge. If you
can’t justify an action, you may not even get the budget
to invest. Investment in people is often the first thing to
be cut when times are hard. If you can measure what
you’ve done AND demonstrate the tangible potential
impact of the actions you want to take, it is the best way
to justify investment and get stakeholder buy-in. Sales
Velocity helps you understand your data, measure it,
and use it to achieve your desired outcomes. Driven
by Sales Velocity, Flume’s training programme was
highly targeted and allowed the teams to see the
business through a very different lens.”

